2016 Governor’s Leader in Energy Award

Governor’s Conference on Economic Development

Criteria:

Missouri at Work. . . Investing in Tomorrow

The Governor’s Leader in Energy Award recognizes the outstanding commitments and
exceptional achievements by an entity or individual who has made a significant contribution
to Missouri’s energy landscape. The nominees for this award have shown dedicated efforts
toward the advancement of energy innovation, energy efficiency, sustainability with an energy
impact, or clean energy or developed creative solutions to address an energy-related challenge
in Missouri. The award may recognize a particularly innovative - beyond “business as usual”
project, an exceptional program, or people making a compelling impact to advancing clean
energy policies or practices in Missouri. Replicable projects or programs are of particular
interest.

GOVERNOR’S

AWARDS

*Must be Missouri energy-related businesses, companies, educators, organizations, emerging or proven leaders, mentors, utility
providers, or others meriting state recognition.
* Eligible individual(s) must demonstrate exceptional leadership as an active and effective champion for Missouri’s clean energy
economy or encourages policies or innovative approaches to solving energy challenges.
* Eligible projects may include the installation of new technologies, renewable energy generation, process improvements, or
sustainable building measures or plans that result in utilizing energy resources more efficiently or embracing in-state clean energy.
*Eligible programs may include development and implementing creative and effective programs aimed to meet its energy, water,
and/or fleet management efficiency or sustainability goals.

2016 Governor’s Conference

Please complete this form and submit your nomination per the instructions at the bottom of the form. Nominations are open
to everyone. Entities may nominate themselves. Additional materials and pages of information (copies only) may be submitted
with this form if needed.
Name of Nominee:
Address:
City:
Contact Person:
E-mail Address:

State:

Zip:

Phone Number:
Web Address:

Provide a description in detail of how the applicant has advanced or championed clean or renewable energy in Missouri.

Describe specific project(s) or program(s) or goals that the applicant undertook, and identify measurable outcomes.

What challenges were encountered, and how did the applicant handle those challenges?

What achievements can be cited as a direct result of the applicant’s energy efficiency initiatives or practices?

Why does the applicant believe they deserve to receive the Governor’s Leader in Energy Award?

If selected as this year’s winner, will you attend the conference and receive the award at the Governor’s Awards Luncheon on
Thursday, September 8, 2016?
YES

NO

NOMINATIONS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY, MAY 20, 2016.

Please submit form electronically or print and mail form to:
		

SUBMIT

MO Department of Economic Development Division of Energy
Attention: Llona C. Weiss, Deputy Director, P.O. Box 1766, Jefferson City, MO 65102
Llona: 573-751-2254 (phone) | 573-526-7553 (fax) | Llona.Weiss@ded.mo.gov

